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Time is unstoppable - passing by…Eons, …millenniums have passed by…
Generations of men and women have given the best of their life, achievements, dreams, ideas ,…
for the development and future of a whole generation, generations and mankind…
Good or bad time, so black or grey, colorful or sunny- as each of them and their presence was
back then, they have painted our memories with the same colour as we remember it in our short
collective memory. Painting time and space with that color and leaving an imprint in our time and
space dimension, each of them giving the best they could give. In that moment, they have painted
with the same color not only the time and space of their time and space, but the time and space
of a whole generation back then, making it look bad or good, black or white, grey or sunny,… and
only at one moment it became infinity and eternity - in one, time and space all at once, all as one,
all in one, only at one moment, making and achieving that moment to be the pick of creative
evolution for that particular generation and maybe generations to come for the whole of mankind.
Good or bad … at one time only.
From our perspective, time is same, space is same, back then, when ever, where ever.
Generations after that “pick” of development, were going with their businesss as usual - only
richer or poorer, for something that was missing / adding to their quality of life. But it was ordinary
life, whatever it was bad or good, it was life - ordinary for them, at that time only. Each and every
generation have good or bad times, and all were / are longing for good old times, as were once…
Memories are made for that too …
Millenniums were passing and are passing by. As before, as is today - but different. People are
more aware of their home- planet Earth, their Environment. They know how good old times were,
and how the presence is, and so could envision how the future could be. On that level, they are
doing their very best to help themselves and help their family - slowly but surely, family is the
whole of mankind now.
Again today, mankind is on it’s way to find and pin-point it’s own pick, the top and maximum of
development, closer to be remembered as good and sunny for generations to come, picking a
direction for the future, which has been on agendas for a long time. What the future might be, is
on the other side of the edge- the other side of the event horizon, like from another dimension, the
answer is coming and maybe it’s true … Mankind and generations of men and women are looking
back and have clear vision of our past, have good insight in our present, so they can see more
clearly, what might be the future. This time will be different than before. The future of mankind will
be given to the people to choose for themselves- out of many dark scenarios to choose one
sunny reality for all on this planet, so there is no other planet Earth for us yet. The path is traced,
and needs to be clearly sighted and paved.
This time and later, generations can live in their past, in their future as one present for long long
time and is good - and for good…. Good Luck ….

